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"A MASTIFF RAMPANT"

One of the R.A.F's most famous squadrons, distinguished in Franco during
this war and the 1914-1918 conflict and now a veteran of the Middle East campaigns,

has just recorded its 300th confirmed victory. It is now operating as a night

fighter unit in Libya, The squadron has Been commanded hy several outstanding

fighter 'pilots and includes among the "aces" who have flown with it, "Cobber” Kain,

Wykcham Barnes, Derek Ward and many others.

Two young Flight-Sergeants tie for the honour of shooting down the 300th

victim. Flight-Sergeant D.M. Logac of the R.C.A.F., who comes from Regina,

Saskatchewan, is one of them. He sighted a Junkers 88 near Benghazi on the night

of December 15/16 and managed to get in a. five-second burst of fire before

the enemy aircraft entered some cloud about 300 yards ahead of him* The pilot

sprayed the cloud with his guns but saw nothing of the results of his shooting.

The following night Flight-Sergeant D.R. Beard, of Sandbach, a Cheshire

Post Office engineer in peace-time, was on a patrol when he saw a heavy barrage

over Benghazi.

"I flew across to find out what was happening and spotted a Junkers 88

turning out to sea just 20 yards ahead of me,” he said, "I fired immediately and

hit his fuselage and port engine. He dived down towards the barrage and I followed

him through. It was pretty intense but neither of us 'were hit. As I watched I

noticed his port engine begin to glow and the fuselage caught fire. The Junkers

hit the sea a bit west of Benghazi, I went as low as I could and found him

blazing like a bonfire on the water. He burned for about five minutes and then

sizzled out,”

With confirmation of Flight-Sergeant Beard’s success from other members of

the squadron the 300th victory was assured, but within hours came news that a Ju.88

had been destroyed on the night of December 15/16 and had been credited to the

squadron. This was the. fourth time the squadron’s pilots have destroyed a night

raider in slightly over a fortnight and they have a.lso boon successful in ground-

strafing enemy motor transport and camps in offensive patrols carried out at night.

Now they form part of the terror by night to the -withdrawing enemy troops.

The squadron was first formed on July 1, 1917 in England and flew in France

from January 1918 until its return to Britain in February 1919.

Reformed on March 15, 1937 the squadron was once again in France the day
after war was declared.

The motto of the squadron is: "Tutor Et Ulto” and part of the crest shows

a mastiff rampant, a
.

legacy of one of its commanders in the last war, named

Hubbard, whose aircraft showed a dog scratching at a cupboard.

Coming to Egypt at the beginning of December 1940, pilots and ground crews

have taken part in the subsequent campaigns, spending nearly all their time in the

desert. Some of the original ground staff and personnel who come out with the

squadron from Britain are-still serving to-day. One pilot who flew in France as

a Sergeant Pilot has returned to the squadron and is now senior Flight-Commander.
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The present squadron commander is S/Ldr. J.B. Selby D.P.C., who before the war was

a B.B.C. announcer. Claiming to have been the last squadron to leave Libya luring
the time of the withdraval to El Alamein in June - some of the personnel leaving
Tobruk by sea - they have only one desire left - to be the first squadron into Tripoli,
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